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The performance of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
collision energy is limited by the field quality of the inter-
action region (IR) quadruples and dipoles. In this paper
we study the impact of the expected field errors of these
magnets on the dynamic aperture. We investigate differ-
ent magnet arrangements and error strength. Based on the
results we will propose and evaluate a corrector layout to
meet the required dynamic aperture performance in a com-
panion paper.

1 INTRODUCTION

The LHC interaction region consists of slow-~ quadruple
/- . ---rnp~et f~l-~s~ and a separation dipole ~~i j on either side

of the interaction point (W), as shown in Fig. 1. The su-
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the LHC inner triplet region.

The target dynamic aperture for the magnet field quality
is set at 12 times the transverse rms beam size (12m~y)af-
ter 100,000 turns, for both injection and collision. During
injection and ramping, the impact of IR magnets is small
compared with that of the arc magnets. On the other hand,
during p-p collisions the reduction of beam size at IPl and
IP5 results in a large beam size (a=g = 1.5mm) at the cor-
responding triplets (Tab. 1). Furthermore, beam-beam in-
teractions require a crossing angle of& 150pr correspond-
ing to a closed orbit of up to zt7,3mm. The @get 12u~V

*.. ,. iWOKperfo- umiertheauspicesof tie ‘USDepai%mfiiitOfEJwIgy.

Table 1: LHC parameters for protons at collision (7 TeV).
tunes H/V/L 63.3 1/59.32/0.00212
/Y IP1,5,2,8 WV [m] 0.5/0.5, 0.5/0.5, 15/10, 13/15
0/2 IP1,5,2,8 H/V brad] 0/150, 150/0, 0/-150, 0/-150

max rms beam size [mm] 1.5
mm orbit offset WV I’rrtml~7.3/k7.3

thus corresponds to about 71% of the magnet coil radius.
Similarly, during ion collision [1] when the beam size is
squeezed at IP2, the impact from the cold D1 is also notice-
able. Compensation of field errors of the cold Ill magnets
is of primary importance in improving the performance of
the LHC at collision [2].
‘ The impact of IR magnetic field errors has been analysed

previously [3, 4]. Since the first field quality analysis of the
US-LHC magnets [3], there have been several iterations of
design and test of the magnets that lead to improvements of
the field quality. For the FNAL-built quadruples, the sys-
tematic hj in the lead end and the systematic 6M in the body
have both been reduc~ the random bs and b~ in the body
are smaii compared with the first prediction even without
employing magnetic tuning shims; the higher order (n > 6)
muitipoie errors have also been smak For the uK-buiit
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quadruples, the main focus has been on a re-design of the
cross section to re4iucethe systematic blCIin the body. This
paper summarizes the studies that used the latest expected
fieicierrors before this workshop.

2 EXPECTED FIELD ERRORS

The ieadiXIgsources of dynamic aperture reductions are the
field errors of the FNAL and KEK triplet quadruples. The
expected errors of the FFM.L quadrupoies (version 2.@Jare
given in Tab. 2. With the experience of model construc-
tion and measurements, and design iterations that occurred
through close interaction between the magnet and accel-
erator physics groups, kmw-iedge and CCmfiit3NX ifi the
expected body and end-field errors has substantially im-
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shown in Tab. 4. These errors have not been used for simu-
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Table 2: Expected field errors ~f FNAL low-~ quadruple
at collision (version 2.0,&~ = 17 mm). (.), d(.) and u(.)
denote the mean, mean uncertainty and rms of the harmon-
ics, respectively.

n Normal Skew
(b~) d(bn) a(bn) (an) d(an) a(an)

. .
body [unit]
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
LE
2
6
10
RE
6
10

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.6

0.05
0.03
0.02
0.02

[uni;m]
-,—

0.82 0.82
-0.08 0.08
[unitm]

0.41
-0.08 0.08

0.8 -
0.8 -
0.3 -
0.6 -

0.06 -
0.05 -
0.03 -
0.03 -

(length=O.41 m)
– 16.4

0.31 -
0.04 -

(length=O.33 m)
0.31 -
0.04 -

0.3
0.2
0.2

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02

0.21
0.04

0.8
0.8
0.3
0.1

0.06
0.04
0.02
0.03

0.06
0.04

Table 3: Expected field errors of KEK low-fl quadruple at
collision (version 2.0, &ef = 17 mm).

n Normal Skew
(bn) d(bn) u(bn) (an) d(an) cr(an)

body (unit]
3-
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
LE
2
6
10

.-
0.51
0.29
0.19

0.5
0.05
0.02
0.01

0.25 0.03
[unitm]

2.28 -
-0.17 –

1.0 -
0.57 -
0.38 -
0.19 -
0.06 -
0.03 -
0.01 -
0.01 -

(length=O.45 m)
13.4
0.07

— -0.02

0.51 1.0
0.29 0.57
0.19 0.38
0.10 0.19
0.05 0.06
0.02 0.03
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01

—

factory. The BNL built cold D 1 magnets have the same
coil design as the RHIC arc dipoles and their field qual-
ity is well established. These errors are shown in Tab. 6.
In the next section we evaluate the dynamic aperture un-
der nominal collision conditions and explore the optimum
quadruple arrangement to minimize the error impact.

3 DYNAMIC APERTURE TRACKING
ANALYSIS

‘Ile leading errors of the IR quadruples are the systematic
bs and blo, which are allowed by the quadruple symmetry.
We assess the effect of magnetic errors by the tune spread
of particles with amplitudes of up to 6 times the transverse

Table 4: Expected field errors of KEK low-jl quadruple at :
collision (version 3.0, &f = 17 mm).

n Normal Skew
(bn) d(bn) u(bfi) (an) d(an) u(am)

body [unit]
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
LE
2
6
10

0.50
0.70
0.20

0.1 0.50
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.10

[uni;m]

2.28 -
-0.17 -

1.00 -
0.80 -
0.40 -
0.60 –
0.06 -
0.05 -
0.03 -
0.05 –

(length=O.45m)
13.4
0.07

-0.02

0.50 1.00
0.30 0.80
0.20 0.40
0.10 0.20
0.04 0.06
0.02 0.04
0.02 0.02
0.02 0.03

Table 5: Expected field errors of Novosibirsk-built warm
dipoles (Dl) at collision (version 1.0, A&f = 17 mm).

n Normal Skew
(bn) d(bn) u(bn) (an) d(an) a(an)

body [unit]
3 0.3 0.1 0.06 – – -
5 0.1 0.05 0.03 - - -
7 -0.02 0.005 0.003 - - -
9 -0.02 0.005 0.003 - – -
11 -0.04 0.005 0.003 - – -
13 0.04 0.005 0.003 - - -

rms beam size (6acy), and by the dynamic aperture deter-
mined by 6D TEAFKX [5] tracking after either 103 or 105
turns, averaged over 10 raudom sets of magnetic errors at
5 emittance ratios c=/c~. Tracked particles have 2.5 times
the rms momentum deviation (2.5uP) [3, 4]. Uncertainties
in the mean are set at their full amount with either plus or
minus sign. Due to computing power limitations, we track
particles inmost cases for only 1,000 turns. In Sec. 3.2 we
show the difference in the dynamic aperture when particles
are tracked up to 100,000 turns.

3.1 Tracking results

The tune spread due to multipole errors scales as
*/z ~~lz, where x= is the chlsedOrbk

(Q+ {E) / Y

Ag the l~ti~ P-function ~d ~cg the emi~ce. me blo
error of the KEK magnets alone produces a tune spread of
0.61 x 10-3 at 6U=Vthereby reducing the dynamic aperture
by 2uzV (Tab..7).

A possibility for reducing the impact of the KEK ge-
ometric blo could be to adopt a “mixed” triplet scheme
where Q 1 and Q3 are KEK quadmpoles and Q2 FNAL
quadmpoles. This arrangement would lead to a 30% reduc-
tion of the tune spread, and an 1870increase of the dynamic
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Table 6: Expected field errors of BNL-built cold dipoles
4 (Dl) at collision (version 1.0, &.f =25 mm).

., n Normal Skew
(bn) CZ(bn) f7(bn) (an) d(an) c(an)

body [unit]
0.10 0.80

-3.30 3.43
0.01 0.25
0.53 0.81

-0.14 0.12
1.14 0.20

-0.01 0.04
0.01 0.12
0.05 0.06

-0.57 0.04
[unit.m]
-0.47 2.26
22.35 2.93

0.04 0.73
-0.43 0.69
0.02 0.29 “
0.92 0.11

— 0.06
-0.04 0.08
-0.01 0.08
-0.06 0.03
[unit.m]
0.22 1.81
6.08 2.67

0.36
0.03 0.66
0.03 0.17

-0.04 0.13
-0.03 0.07
-0.17 .0.08
-0.07 0.08

0.28 0.63
1.82 -0.26
0.09 0.04
0.41 -0.07
0.04 -0.05
0.11 -0.01
0.01 -0.01
0.05 -0.01
0.02 0.04
0.02 -0.01

0.99 -1.42
1.10 -9.85
0.23 0.09
0.22 2.23
0.12 0.01
0.05 -0.86
0.03 -0.02
0.03 0.25
0.03 -0.01
0.01 -0.04

0.66 0.91
1.16 0.29
0.16 0.24
0.23 –
0.06 -0.01
0.06 -0.03
0.03 -0.02
0.03 -
0.04 -0.02

-0.12 0.04 0.01 0.01

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
LE
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
RE
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

3.47 1.55
0.58 0.21
1.08 0.42
0.19 0.06
0.56 0.17
0.07 0.03
0.15 0.05
0.03 0.01
0.04 0.02
0.02 0.01

4.27 1.77
1.01 0.39
0.75 0.29
0.30 0.13
0.29 0.10
0.13 0.06
0.08 0.03
0.05 0.02
0.04 0.02
0.02 0.01

4.50 1.91
1.03 0.34
0.73 0.31
0.31 0.11
0.24 0.10
0.12 0.05
0.11 0.04
0.05 0.02
0.10 0.05
0.02 0.01

aperture, as shown in Tab. 7.
The mixed arrangement increases the possibility for

magnet sorting [6, 7] and helps randomizing the uncer-
tainty. It may also reduce the number of needed spare mag-
nets and simplifies the engineering process. However, com-
bining quadmpoles of different transfer functions implies a
more complicated powering scheme. While a common bus
is still possible, issues that need to be investigated are the
natural compensation of ripple in a triplet and the dynamic
behavior at injection related to snap back and eddy-cument
effects [8].

In order to estimate the 66 impac~ we assume that FINAL
magnets are placed at lPl and 5 and gradually decrease the
tot.d bfj to 30% of its originid value ‘~suting a positive
d(bG).Tab. 7 shows a steady increase of the dynamic aper-
ture from 9.3c7CYto 12.1C=V.

The orientation of the quadruples was chosen to min-

Table 7: Comparison of dynamic aperture (DA) for various
triplet arrangements (103-tum DA in units of C=vwith 1acy
step size).

Case DA mean DA rms DA min
FNAL IP5, 8; KEK IPl, 2:

8.5 1.4 7
without blo 10.3 1.5 7
l?hiALas Q2; KEK as Ql, Q3 (miXed):

10.0 1.5 8
reversed Q3 LE 9.6 2.0 6
FNAL IPl, 5; KEK Il?2, 8:

9.3 2.1 6
80% b6 9.9 2.0 6
50% b6 11.0 1.8 8
30% b. 12.1 1.7 9

imize the lead end b6 impact [3, 4]. With the mixed
quadmpole scheme, the minimization is less effective how-
ever. In order to reduce the number of electric buses
through Q3, it was further suggested to reverse the ori-
entation of Q3. This leads to a reduction of the average
dynamic aperture of 0.4 m,and to an increase of the b6 cor-
rector strength. As the random btjis large, this effect could
be alleviated by sorting [6, 7].

3.2 Short versus long term tracking

We re-confirmed [3] the difference between the dynamic
aperture determined after 103 and 105 tmns for two se-
lected cases, an uncorrected machine with a small dynamic
aperture and a machine that has a large dynamic aperture
due to a costly correction scheme, named “scheme 4“ in
Ref. [9]. The difference (Tab. 8) is 0.7u=Y or 7% for the
uncorrected case, and 0.9aGv or 570 for the corrected case.

Table 8: Comparison of 1,000-turn and 100,000-turn dy-
namic aperture (DA).

Case DAmean DArms DAmin
no correction (l@) 10.0 1.5 8
no correction (105) 9.3 1.4 7
scheme 4 (1(F) 17.6 1.6 14
scheme 4 (105) 16.7 1.5 13
target (105) 12 - 10

4 SUMMARY

Wh.hthe erroqtables used in this study we find that the sys-
tematic blo error is the leading source of a dynamic aper-
ture reduction followed by the random bc error. Mixing
magnets of different origin can help reach the target dy-
namic aperture as it gives an improvement of about 1.5a=y.
This would be equivalent to a reduction of the systematic
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blo and uncertainty Ofb6 errors by about 50%. Further ben-
efits of mixing could be expected through the randomiza-
tion of the uncertainties and a broader selection of magnets.
We expect that the new KEK error table (version 3.0) with
aneliminated systematic blo gives a substantially better dy-
namic aperture.
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